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Located in China
Headquartered in Foshan, branch in Guangzhou
Modular housing 
Quality assurance and trustworthy 

Guose is a professional company integrating 
design, production and after-sales service. The 
plant and equipment factory has a total area of 
15,000 square meters and a production area of 
7,500 square meters. It has a variety of 
advanced and complete production equipment. 
Professional technology and exclusive products 
have created a distinctive brand of national 
colors. In recent years, the company has been 
continuously improving its own strength and 
service level. In addition to implementing the 
1809001-2015 quality management system 
certification, we continue to improve ourselves 
to meet the 5S standards and requirements, and 
obtain ISO9001, SGS, CE certification. Our 
company is committed to providing customers 
with first-class quality, efficient pre-sales and 
after-sales services, and has won a good 
reputation from customers all over the world, 
such as the Middle East, Australia, Africa, 
Southeast Asia, and Central America.

ABOUT US
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Foshan Nanhai Guose Intelligent Equipment 
Co., Ltd., established in 1996, started foreign 
trade business in 2011, and opened the first 
Alibaba foreign trade platform in 2013, 
specializing in the production of smart 
equipment. The main products include 
containers, shelters, light boxes, and signs. 
Brand, petrol station, antiaircraft artillery, solar 
stool, sentry box, quarantine channel, etc. 
Possess a series of top equipment and technical 
skills such as engraving, sheet metal, welding, 
laser cutting, water cutting, UV printing, spray 
coating, etc.

After 24 years of development, we have more 
than 150 employees, including designers, 
business personnel, production personnel and 
management personnel. With a diligent team 
and a harmonious working atmosphere, our 
products are becoming more and more perfect 
and diversified, not only beautiful in 
appearance, but also practical in many fields. 
Provide customers with a full range of services 
with an enterprising and pragmatic attitude. 
From project conception, design, 
manufacturing, construction to installation, we 
will try our best to provide customers with the 
most scientific, reasonable and effective 
solutions. Believe us, the national container 
house is your first choice and the most ideal 
choice.
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CORPORATE CULTURE ENTERPRISE HONOR

Our vision：
To be a top 100 company, products all over the world

Our mission：
Provide customers with the best, highest quality, most ideal, and most contemporary products

Our perspective：
Customer first, struggle first, teamwork, embrace change
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Guose can provide you with one-stop service. We can design according to customer 

requirements. We have strict quality control in the production process, and we can help 

customers arrange transportation to their local port or door-to-door delivery.
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ONE-STOP SERVICE

We can design drawings according to customer 

requirements. It includes floor plan, three views, 

renderings and so on. Our engineers can also 

analyze the structure according to customer needs, 

and then further optimize the engineering 

drawings to save customer costs.

CONSTRUCTION

Drawing 3D renderings
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HIGH QUALITY, EASY TO INSTALL AND TRANSPORT, 

CAN BE CUSTOMIZED

Top short beam1

Drain pipe9

Angle head3

Top square tube4

Outer top tile5

Glass wool roll6

Top long beam7

831 color steel ceiling8

Top drain2

Window10

Door11

Rock wool wall panel12

Prism13

Screw14

Cement fiberboard15

Bottom long beam16

Bottom square tube17

Bottom short beam18

Fast LCL

Product name Fast LCL

Size 5950*3000*2800mm

Ground load-bearing 250kg/SQM

Roof load-bearing 100kg/SQM

Service life More than 20 years

Corner material Steel

Corner post material Steel 

Top/bottom beam material Steel

Wall Rock wool board

Roof Outer top tile

Door Aluminum alloy door/plastic steel 
door/stainless steel door

Window Plastic steel window/
aluminum alloy window

Floor Cement fiber board/
Glass magnesium board

Waterproof and windproof

The modular unit

Easy to assemble

Beautiful and changeable

Stable and durable

High quality and low price
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860*1990mm
Plastic steel 

door

925*1200mm
Aluminum 

window

50mm 
Fireproof rock wool 

board

Corner Outer top tile Drainage 
channels

prism

PVC 
plastic 
water pipe

Ceiling tiles Steel 
beam

Cement 
fiber 
floor

MORE DETAILS PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
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1.Place the bottom main beam, bottom cross 
beam and corner pieces on a flat place, and then 
use hexagon socket screws to connect them to 
the column

2.Install the top frame on the column to 
complete the installation of the main 
frame

3.Install bottom square 
pass

4.Install top square pass, 
drain trough and drain pipe

5.Install the floor. We have cement fiber 
board and glass magnesium board for the 
floor.

6.To install the wall panels, we use high-
quality rock wool panels

7.Complete the installation of the wall 
panels

8.Install windows and 
doors

9.Install waterproof ceiling 
tiles

10.Install the internal ceiling, Fast LCL to complete the 
installation

Guose Container house, 
comfortable and 
beautiful, bring you a 
different life

EASY TO INSTALL
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MATERIAL MATERIAL

Corner Steel beam Upright

Tube Roof tile Cement fiber floor

External wall panel Plastic steel door Plastic steel window Metal carved panels are common exterior decorative panels for containers. 
There are many styles and can be selected according to customers' preferences 
and needs.

Common materials： Metal carved board：
External wall cement hanging board: Asphalt shingle:

Plastic wood wall panel： Plastic wood floor：

Pvc stone plastic board： Asphalt shingle:

We have a variety of decorative materials, including interior and exterior wall panels, floors, ceilings, etc., and a rich selection of materials and 
color cards, which can definitely bring you a different surprise
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CONTAINER SHOPS
The advantage of using containers as shops is that they can be easily 
moved to various places suitable for business operations, and it is 
convenient for operators to place shops according to the flow of 
people. On the other hand, the eye-catching shape of container shops 
will be easier to attract customers' attention, which is suitable for gas 
stations, service areas, commercial streets and other places, and 
container shops are cheap and cost-effective.

CONTAINER COFFEE SHOP
In terms of shape and function, container catering shops have a 
variety of options. The entire surface of the glass will appear taller, 
and the hydraulic opening and closing system will extend the use 
space, and the staircase can effectively use the balcony space on the 
second floor. , More choices, worth having.

PROJECT
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RESTAURANT
Guose Containers are sold abroad, 
integrating product research and 
development, design, standard 
container production, product 
customization, sales, and after-sales. 
We are committed to providing 
customers with high-quality, cost-
effective residential and commercial 
space solutions.

DORMITORY

Combining multiple LCL units 
together as staff dormitories, coupled 
with stairs, sunshade baffles and 
corridors, creates a comfortable and 
warm living environment.
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ISOLATION CAMP
The interior of the isolation camp is divided into two independent rooms, 
and the toilets are respectively configured, which effectively plays the 
role of isolation and protection

SMALL MALL
The small shopping mall is composed of 6 containers 
connected together. In addition, the front has a 
decorative panel and a display screen, which is 
beautiful and atmospheric.
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VENDING 
SHOP

It uses a 20-foot standard 
container, and uses glass 
sliding doors and floor-to-
ceiling glass windows on the 
front, allowing people to see 
the furnishings at a glance. 
Decorative panels have also 
been added to make the entire 
product more eye-catching.

BAKERY SHOP
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CONTAINER 
HOUSE
Using the combination of 
bottom two on top, three 
containers are combined. The 
first floor is the living room 
and the kitchen, the second 
floor is the bedroom and the 
balcony, and the balcony is 
composed of railings on the 
top of the first floor container, 
which can maximize the use 
of space. , There is also an 
outdoor staircase at the back, 
so that you can go up to the 
bedroom on the second floor. 
In addition, the outer wall is 
made of wood grain 
decorative panels, which 
makes the whole appearance 
to a higher level.

CONTAINER 
OFFICE
The office is composed of six 20-foot 
containers. The outer wall is made of 
corrugated boards, and the doors and windows 
are made of glass sliding doors and floor-to-
ceiling glass windows, making the field of 
vision broad. There are managers’ rooms and 
staff offices on the first floor, conference rooms 
and lounges on the second floor, and a large 
balcony for employees to rest and activities. In 
addition, there is a corridor on the first floor to 
keep out the wind, rain and sun.
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Office-1 Office-2

LAYOUT

Office-3

Store-1

Store-2 Newsstand

Dorm room
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The second-layer hydraulic corrugated container has hydraulic windows on the first floor and awnings on the second floor, which can be 
used as a restaurant, the first floor is used as a sales area, and the second floor is an edible area.

CORRUGATED CONTAINER
Model number：2021061803(1)

Model number：2021061803

Model number：GS(1)2021042301

Model number：2021062301

Model number：2021041903

VARIOUS STYLES OF 
CORRUGATED CONTAINERS CAN 
BE USED IN HOUSES, OFFICES, 
SALES SHOPS, COFFEE SHOPS, 
ETC.

Model number：2021060504
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1. Affordable container swimming pools are an alternative to 
underground swimming pools. Container swimming pools can 
provide the same level of beauty and durability as ordinary 
swimming pools, but the price is not high.
2. Container swimming pools are already very common in 
daily applications. The cost of container swimming pools is 
much lower than that of ordinary swimming pools. The 
container swimming pools are fully equipped with water 
circulation filtration equipment, water pumps, stairs, decks, 
and maintenance doors.
3. The container swimming pool has a variety of sizes, which 
can be modified according to the style and function you want.

Container swimming pool

The exterior wall decoration panel of corrugated board is adopted, which will be more distinctive and more attractive than ordinary flat panels.
The interior is equipped with areas such as bathroom, kitchen, bath, toilet, and bedroom.
The doors and windows adopt hydraulic windows, floor-to-ceiling glass windows, sliding glass doors, and hydraulic doors.

One-piece house
Model number：GS(1)2021062501

Model number：GS(1)2021081601
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Hydraulic corrugated container, the front and side of the box are treated with hydraulic windows, which can be used as a sales kiosk and used in 
commercial streets, scenic spots, hospitals, schools, parks, etc.

Container convenience storeContainer convenience store
Model number：JZXF211126
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Top (roof)1 Rock wool board3

Window4 Bottom (floor)5 Door6

Container post2

our product ,the roof and floor are the standalone 
block,including reserved wire. no need you to fit 
parts in site.

①

②

put the floor frame on the flat place,then use the 
hexagon socket screw to fit the columns.

③

use the hexagon socket screw to fit the the roof 
frame to columns.

④

⑤

To install the wall panels, we use high-quality 
rock wool panels

⑥

To install the wall panels, we use high-quality 
rock wool panels

⑦ ⑧

Install window frames 
and windows

Install the door to complete the 
overall installation

PACKING BOX
Packing boxes are a new generation of prefabricated houses. It is an integral 
unit in itself, which can be used as a single portable house, or it can be 
combined horizontally or stacked to two or three floors. The packing box 
house can be connected by bolts, which is easy to install and fast to transport. 
The life span is about 15-20 years.

Product name Packing box

Product Size 5800*2250*2800mm

Thermal insulation λ=0.048W/m·K

Sound insulation 
performance Sound insulation≥30dB

Waterproof performance 360-degree bite, organized drainage, 
16mm/min precipitation, no leakage

Ground live load 2.0kN/㎡

Wind resistance 0.60kN/㎡

Fire performance Class A

Seismic performance Level 8

Roof live load 1.0kN/㎡

Gate Packing box door

Window Plastic steel window/
aluminum alloy window

Floor Cement fiber board/
Glass magnesium board

A variety of styles, more affordable and more convenient

PACKING BOX
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Main frame Rock wool board

window Packing box door container post

①

②

③

①Roofing: 831 color steel ceiling, top frame, top square 
tube, glass wool roll, iron cover

②Structure
Main profiles: top frame, corner column, bottom frame
Structural connection: high-strength bolts
Floor: cement fiber board or glass magnesium board

③Wall board: rock wool board
  
④Other configurations:
Lower corner line: pvc skirting line
Inside corner line: pvc
Lamp: Quantity 2
Socket: 3-4 (also equipped with industrial sockets and 
industrial socket boxes)
Water pipe: Quantity 4

MORE DETAILS PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
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There are many exterior wall styles of 
residential containers, which can be selected 
according to personal preferences. The 
installation of solar energy devices on the top 
truly achieves environmental protection and 
energy saving, and meets the requirements of 
contemporary green life.

Residential containers can be 
single or multiple combinations 
to meet different needs.

CONTAINER 
HOUSE
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This type of 
container 
convenience store 
can be used as a 
supporting facility 
for a petrol station, 
and can also be used 
in expressway 
service areas.

CONTAINER CONVENIENCE STORE
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Several boxes are merged together in the way of 
connecting boxes to maximize the use of space 
efficiency. Using the space of the second-story 
balcony can accommodate more people. The 
exterior walls are glass, metal carved panels, and 
bamboo and wood fiber integrated wall panels. 
Wait for different options.

Different exterior wall panel renderings

CATERING SHOPS
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RESTAURANT SERIES

The advantages of installing rolling gates all around are: when all rolling gates are open, the indoor air is very circulated, and the view is also 
very open. When all rolling gates are closed, the safety of the entire building is greatly guaranteed.
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The first floor is a commercial space, the second floor is a residential space, and then there is an open-air large balcony. This 
assembled structure can meet the placement needs of different venues and can truly achieve multiple uses of a room.

The first floor is used as an office area, and the second floor is 
used as a leisure and entertainment area, allowing you to relax 
appropriately while working.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DUAL-USE SERIES

OFFICE
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The container studio is 
simple and generous in 
shape, diverse in functions, 
and environmentally 
friendly, which is very 
suitable for small businesses 
or people engaged in 
creative industries for space, 
appearance and practicality.

A studio is generally established by several people or one person. It is a creative work space. The 
scale does not need to be too large, but it must be exquisite and unique. Using a container as a 
hair styling studio is itself a creative space. Although the volume is small, the form of expression 
is extremely colorful.

STUDIO SERIES

PANTRY
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Containers have long surpassed the scope of transportation tools. They 
have been designed by environmentalists and creative people with great 
brains into a variety of ingenious living spaces, creating a new way of 
life and living for people.

MORE DESIGNS...
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FOLDING CONTAINER

Upper 
beam

Lower 
beam Upright

Bottom secondary beam

Bottom 
beam

Top secondary beam

Main frame

Ceiling glass wool

Ceiling tiles

Color board capping

Top

Rock wool boardWall panel

Structural boardGround

Gate

Window

Folding container is a typical modular house, which is quick to 
install and widely used in many fields. MORE DETAILS

1. Rock wool insulation wallboard is antibacterial and 
easy to clean
2. Select high-quality steel, process and produce
3. Thickened steel frame
4. Every welding place has been carefully polished
5. High-quality hardware accessories make the frame 
more stable and strong
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Front view Rear view Side view

Three View

Installation process

1. The 
cabinet is in 
a fully folded 
state.

2. Hang the hook 
into the upper lifting 
hole and lift it up 
steadily, and the box 
body will gradually 
unfold.

3. At this time, the frame 
around the box is fully 
unfolded, just lift the two 
front and back walls at 
the bottom and push it up. 
(Be careful to remove the 
hook after all the cabinets 
are installed)

PROJECT
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EXPANDABLE CONTAINER HOUSE

Feature:
It is easy to assemble and can be moved frequently. The important thing 
is that it has a sufficiently large usable area and spacious living space. All 
accessories have been assembled in the factory. The house can be folded 
to save space during transportation. When transported to the destination, 
it can be installed quickly and easily on the ground.

Square tube

Corner piece

Channel steel

Bending parts

Bending parts

Bending parts

Square tube

Square tube

Square tube Bending parts

Flat pass

Bending parts

Flat pass

Bending parts

Flat pass

Steam spring
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MORE 
DETAILS

Reasonable design, can be used repeatedly

The house design is beautiful and general, 
and the decoration effect is good

Cost saving, can be disassembled and re-used many times

Wide application, can be used in construction 
sites, villas, resorts, schools, etc.
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PROJECT

Wall panel

Middle roof insulation

Side wall, front and rear wall panels

Internal partition

Internal toilet

External roof

Box top
Internal suspended ceiling

Bottom 
side beam

Side wall 
frame Subframe

Hanging head

Top side 
beam

Folding hingeFramework

Top and bottom of middle cabinet

Side cabinet top and bottom

Integral frame protective coating

End side 
beam

Middle floor

Floor
Floors on both sides

Installation process

Components

LAYOUT
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POST SERIES
The container newsstand is a non-standard product and can be customized. It is suitable for parks, streets, community centers 
and other places. It covers a small area, has a large space for use, and is easy to move. Container newsstands are highly practical. 
We can purchase newspapers, books, beverages, snacks and other common daily necessities through the container newsstands.

MORE DESIGNS
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Small public toilets are indispensable facilities in urban blocks, factories, tourist attractions, farms, and project bases. Public toilets have 
relatively high requirements for the mobility of facilities. In addition, the functions of firmness, wind resistance, heat preservation and 
heat insulation cannot be ignored. Container construction can well meet the above needs.

MOBILE TOILET

The container toilet is a brand-new environmental protection 
concept. It takes the container as the main body and can be 
easily and quickly disassembled. The container toilet can be 
moved anytime and anywhere according to the changes in the 
number of tourists, and has its own sewage treatment system. It 
has the advantages of strong adaptability, strong creativity, low 
price, low carbon and environmental protection, convenient 
movement and high safety. Compared with traditional toilets in 
scenic spots, container toilets have strong adaptability 
advantages.


